We investigate the average bipartite entanglement, over all possible divisions of a multipartite system, as a useful measure of multipartite entanglement. We expose a connection between such measures and quantum-error-correcting codes by deriving a formula relating the weight distribution of the code to the average entanglement of encoded states. Multipartite entangling power of quantum evolutions is also investigated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of entanglement [1, 2, 3] is a remarkable feature of quantum physics that has been identified as a key ingredient in many areas of quantum information theory including quantum key distribution [4] , superdense coding [5] and teleportation [6] . However the general problem of how to quantify [1] the level of entanglement in an arbitrary multipartite system remains unresolved. There has been some progress towards a solution [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] , but the task at hand is generally considered a difficult one and may never be completed. We are thus lead to consider simple computable measures of entanglement [18, 19] that although cannot fully characterize the multipartite nature of the correlations, may nevertheless still provide a useful gauge of their levels.
In this article we investigate the average bipartite entanglement, over all possible divisions of a multipartite system, as a useful measure of multipartite entanglement. Such measures might be considered the least sophisticated of choices; however, their simplicity allows theoretical calculations to be exercised with ease. We will restrict our study to purestate entanglement where the subsystem linear entropy is a clear choice for the bipartite measure. It was recently shown by Brennen [20] that an entanglement measure proposed by Meyer and Wallach [19] is of the above described form, and hence, the multipartite entanglement measures considered in this paper may be viewed as generalizations of the Meyer-Wallach measure. Our measures may also be viewed as variations of those considered by Pope and Milburn [21] where instead the minimum bipartite entanglement was considered.
We show that the average bipartite entanglement elects self-dual quantum-error-correcting codes to the status of maximally entangled states. The connection between entanglement and quantum-error-correcting codes has been highlighted elsewhere (e.g. [22] ); however we make this relationship explicit by expressing the average entanglement of encoded states in terms of the weight distribution of the code. We also investigate the multipartite entangling power of quantum evolutions. A simple extension of the work of Zanardi et al. [23] allows the derivation of an explicit formula. Such formulae are relevant to current studies in the entangling capabilities of chaotic systems [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] . An example treated in this article is the quantum kicked rotor.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we introduce the Meyer-Wallach entanglement measure and its generalizations. The connection between these measures and quantum-error-correcting codes is discussed in Section III. This relationship is further strengthened in Section IV where we derive a formula for the average entanglement over a subspace. In Section V we derive a formula for the multipartite entangling power of an arbitrary unitary. Finally in Section VI we conclude by applying our results to the quantum kicked rotor.
II. A CLASS OF MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLEMENT MEASURES
It is generally accepted that when a bipartite quantum system is in an overall pure state, there is an essentially unique resource-based measure of entanglement between the two subsystems. This measure is given by the von Neumann entropy of the marginal density operators [40, 41] . To ease theoretical calculations, one often replaces the von Neumann entropy with its linearized version, the linear entropy. For a bipartite system in an overall pure state |ψ ∈ C DA ⊗ C DB , the subsystem linear entropy is defined as
where the normalization factor,
The state is separable if and only if S L = 0, and maximally entangled when S L = 1 .
In general, as the number of subsystems increases, an exponential number of independent measures is needed to quantify fully the amount entanglement in a multipartite system. Consequently, the following entanglement measures cannot be thought of as unique. Different measures will capture different aspects of multipartite entanglement.
The Meyer-Wallach measure [19] , Q(ψ), which can only be applied to multi-qubit pure states |ψ ∈ (C 2 ) ⊗n , is defined as follows. For each j = 1, . . . , n and b ∈ {0, 1}, we define the linear map ı j (b) : (C 2 ) ⊗n → (C 2 ) ⊗n−1 through its action on the product basis,
where x i ∈ {0, 1}. The Meyer-Wallach entanglement measure is then
where
Meyer and Wallach showed that Q is invariant under local unitary transformations and that 0 ≤ Q ≤ 1, with Q(ψ) = 0 if and only if |ψ is a product state. Recently, it was shown by Brennen [20] that Q is simply the average subsystem linear entropy of the constituent qubits:
where ρ k is the density operator for the k-th qubit after tracing out the rest. This simplification is easily understood [42] by first showing that D(ı j (0)|ψ , ı j (1)|ψ ) is unchanged by a local unitary applied to the j-th qubit (a fact already proven by Meyer and Wallach), and hence, invariant under a change in the qubit's fiducial basis. Consequently, a judicious choice of the Schmidt basis gives D(ı j (0)|ψ , ı j (1)|ψ ) = λ Brennen's simplification immediately allows the generalization of Q to multi-qudit states |ψ ∈ (C D ) ⊗n , and by considering all other possible bipartite divisions, we can now define a class of related multipartite entanglement measures in the obvious manner:
where S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and ρ S = tr S ′ |ψ ψ| is the density operator for the qudits S after tracing out the rest. Note that Q m reduces to the original Meyer-Wallach measure when m = 1 and D = 2. The above "multipartite" entanglement measures are merely averages over the well-established bipartite measure. Consequently, Q m is invariant under local unitary transformations, nonincreasing on average under local quantum operations and classical communication i.e. Q m is an entanglement monotone [43] , and 0 ≤ Q m ≤ 1. The lower bound is only reached for product states.
i.e. |ψ is a product state.
When m = 1 the upper bound is reached by the generalized GHZ states
In general
and hence, the entangled states |γ do not saturate the upper bound for m > 1. We have not, however, established whether or not there even exist states which saturate the upper bound.
Define an m-uniform multi-qudit state to be a state with the property that after tracing out all but m qudits we are left with the maximally mixed state, for any m-tuple of qudits. Thus, all information about the system is lost upon the removal of n − m or more parties.
Obviously, if |ψ is m-uniform then it is also (m − 1)-uniform, and hence, Q m (ψ) = 1 =⇒ Q m−1 (ψ) = 1. However, note that the measures Q m do not obey any ordering. For example, in the case of qubits, consider the generalized W-states
One can calculate
and hence, for n = 6 say, Q 1 = 5/9 < Q 3 = 4/7 < Q 2 = 16/27. The measures Q m also do not preserve the partial ordering of entangled states i.e.
These facts might be considered as unlucky properties of Q m . However they do suggest that the extremal entanglement measure Q ⌊n/2⌋ does not necessarily tell the entire story; different Q m capture different aspects of multipartite entanglement. The original Meyer-Wallach measure Q 1 is the average entanglement between individual qudits and the rest, whereas, on increasing m, Q m measures the average entanglement between blocks of qudits, of an increasing size, and the rest. Consequently, as m increases, we expect that Q m will be sensitive to correlations of an increasingly global nature. Proposition 2 implies that the task of finding states which saturate the the upper bound 1 of Q m is equivalent to the construction of m-uniform multi-qudit states. We now show in the next section how quantum-error-correcting codes (QECC's) produce m-uniform multi-qudit states. An example is the six-qubit hexacode state |H , which arises as the code subspace of the self-dual qubit stabilizer code [ [6, 0, 4] ]. In this case Q 1 (H) = Q 2 (H) = Q 3 (H) = 1.
III. MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLEMENT AND QECC'S
The idea behind quantum error correction [22, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] is to encode quantum states into qudits in such a way that a small number of errors affecting the individual qudits can be measured and corrected to perfectly restore the original encoded state. The encoding of a K-dimensional quantum state into n qudits is simply a linear map from C K to a subspace Q of (C D ) ⊗n . The subspace itself is referred to as the code and is orientated in such a way that errors on the qudits move encoded states in a direction perpendicular to the code.
A. General QECC's
An error operator E is a linear operator acting on (C D ) ⊗n . The error is said to be detectable by the quantum code
for all normalized |ψ , |φ ∈ Q. Equivalently, if Q is spanned by an orthonormal logical basis {|j L | j = 0, . . . , K − 1}, then an error E is detectable if and only if
for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤ K − 1 where the constant C(E) depends only on E. It is a general theorem of QECC's that a set of errors E can be corrected by a code Q, if and only if for each E 1 , E 2 ∈ E, the error E † 2 E 1 is detectable by Q. A local error operator has the form
where each M i acts on C D . The weight of a local error operator E, denoted by wt(E), is the number of elements M i which are not scalar multiples of the identity. A quantum code Q has a minimum distance of at least d if and only if all local error operators of weight less than d are detectable by Q. A code with minimum distance d = 2t + 1 allows the correction of arbitrary errors affecting up to t qudits. In the case of qubits, such codes are denoted by the triple ((n, K, d)). We will use the notation ((n, K, d)) D for the general case of qudits [50] . An ((n, K, d)) D code is called pure if ψ|E|ψ = D −n tr E for all |ψ ∈ Q whenever wt(E) < d. When considering self-dual codes (K = 1), we adopt the convention that the notation ((n, 1, d)) D refers only to pure codes since the condition on the minimum distance is otherwise trivial.
There is a continuum of possible errors in a single qudit; however, due to the phenomenon of measurement collapse, the correction of an arbitrary single-qudit error only requires an ability to correct D 2 different types, each corresponding to an orthonormal basis element for single-qudit operations. One choice for a nice error basis [51, 52, 53] is the displacement operator basis
where the Weyl operators X and Z are defined on a basis {|j | j = 0, . . . , D − 1} for C D through the equations
The displacement operators reduce to the Pauli matrices for qubits, satisfy the relations
and thus form an orthonormal basis for all single-qudit operators:
Similarly, the operators
form an orthonormal basis for the set of all n-qudit operators:
is simply the number of pairs (µ k , ν k ) different from (0, 0). We are now in a position to make a more explicit definition of what we mean by an ((n,
An ((n, K, d)) D QECC can detect and recover all errors acting on < d/2 qudits. It is now evident how quantum codes produce maximally entangled states.
Proposition 3: Q m (ψ) = 1 iff |ψ is a (pure) ((n, 1, m + 1)) D quantum-error-correcting code.
Proof: If Q m (ψ) = 1 then |ψ is m-uniform, and consequently (25) given that the displacement operators are traceless for all (µ, ν) = (0, 0). Thus, |ψ is an ((n, 1, m + 1)) D QECC. Conversely, if |ψ is an ((n, 1, m + 1)) D QECC, then rewriting |ψ ψ| in the displacement operator basis
we see that the coefficients c µν = ψ|D(µ, ν)|ψ are nonzero only in the second sum, and hence, given the traceless property of the displacement operators,
whenever |S| = m. Thus |ψ is m-uniform and Q m (ψ) = 1.
Note that any state |ψ ∈ Q, where Q is a pure ((n, K, m + 1)) D QECC, is itself an ((n, 1, m + 1)) D QECC. Consequently, pure ((n, K, m + 1)) D codes define entire subspaces of maximally entangled states. The connection between quantum codes and entanglement is noted in [22] , and alluded to elsewhere [17, 46] ; however, we cite the work of Rains [54] for a rigorous proof of the relationship even though no mention of entanglement can be found in the paper. Here quantum weight enumerators were studied extensively. It will later prove advantageous to now revisit Rains' work in the current article.
Defining P Q as the projector onto the code subspace Q with dimension K, the Shor-Laflamme enumerators of a quantum code are [55] 
where i = 0, . . . , n. Rains [54] defined two new enumerators
related to the Shor-Laflamme enumerators via the equations
This relationship was only given in the qubit case where the displacement operators reduce to Hermitian Pauli matrices. However the proof extends easily to qudits with the the help of Eq. (17) . It is easy to see that the weight enumerators satisfy the normalization condition
, and for self-dual codes (K = 1)
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. In general, the weight enumerators satisfy [54]
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Theorem [54] : Let Q be a quantum code with associated projector P Q . Then Q has minimum distance of at least d iff
and is pure iff
Proposition 3 is now immediately apparent since
Noting that KA
n−i , one can use the above theorem to derive bounds on the minimum distance for general quantum codes. In the case of ((n, 1, d)) D QECC's the following conditions must hold:
When d = ⌊n/2⌋ + 1, these equations uniquely specify the weight distribution {A i }. Solving equations (39)- (41), we obtain
and under the condition A d+1 ≥ 0, we find that we at least require
for an ((n, 1, ⌊n/2⌋ + 1)) D QECC to exist. Consequently, Q ⌊n/2⌋ (ψ) < 1 for all |ψ whenever Eq. (44) is not satisfied. For d ≤ ⌊n/2⌋ we must resort to linear programming techniques on equations (39)- (42) to prove the nonexistence of ((n, 1, d)) D QECC's. However tighter bounds could be obtained by using the generalized quantum shadow enumerators [56, 57] . We make no attempt at this task in the current article, but instead specialize to qubits where many examples of QECC's are already known.
B. Stabilizer qubit QECC's
An important class of quantum codes are the so-called additive or stabilizer codes [44, 45] . A stabilizer code is defined as a joint eigenspace of an Abelian subgroup S (called the stabilizer) of the error group
When D is prime, these codes can be described by an (n − k) × n stabilizer matrix over GF (D 2 ) and are examples of ((n,
]] when D = 2. A classical additive code over GF (4) of length n is an additive subgroup C of GF (4) n . In the case of qubits, stabilizer codes correspond to classical additive codes over GF (4) [44] . This is shown as follows. Letting GF (4) = {0, 1, ω, ω} where ω = ω 2 = 1 + ω, we define the conjugate of x ∈ GF (4), denoted x, by the mapping 0 = 0, 1 = 1, and ω = ω. Next define the trace map Tr : GF (4) → GF (2) by Tr(x) = x + x 2 i.e. Tr(0) = Tr(1) = 0 and Tr(ω) = Tr(ω) = 1, and the trace inner product of two vectors x = x 1 . . . x n and y = y 1 . . . y n in GF (4) n as
The weight wt(x) of x ∈ GF (4) n is the number of nonzero components of x, and the minimum weight of a code C is the smallest weight of any nonzero codeword in C. Next, by defining the mapping Φ : GF (4) n → E by Φ(x) = D(φ −1 (x)) where φ(µ, ν) = ωµ + ων, we can associate elements of GF (4) with Pauli matrices (ω → X, ω → Z, 1 → iXZ, 0 → I), addition of vectors over GF (4) n with multiplication of operators in E (neglecting phases), and the trace inner product on GF (4) n with the commutator on E. If C is an additive code, its dual is the additive code
The following theorem now applies [44] : Suppose C is a self-orthogonal additive subgroup of GF (4) 
If a code meets the appropriate bound it is called extremal. A code is called optimal when it is not extremal and no code can exist with a larger minimum weight. The above bounds imply that [[n, 0, ⌊n/2⌋ + 1]] stabilizer codes may exist only when n = 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7. However [ [7, 0, 3] ] codes are known to be optimal and we a left with the remaining four cases. The weight distribution of an additive code C
is also the weight distribution for the corresponding quantum stabilizer code, and thus, the entanglement of the stabilized state is easily calculated through formula (38) . We can see this by noting that for stabilizer codes, the n d A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 The weight distributions Ai and corresponding entanglement Qm for extremal (or optimal for n = 7 and 13) additive self-dual codes. In all but the cases n = 10 and 13 these are the only possible weight distributions.
projection onto Q is given by [49] 
where S is the stabilizer and λ(E) is the eigenvalue associated with E i.e. E|ψ = λ(E)|ψ for all |ψ ∈ Q. We remark that the quantum weight distribution B i corresponds to the classical weight distribution of the dual code C ⊥ . In Table I the weight distributions for extremal (or optimal for n = 7 and 13) additive self-dual codes is collected [61, 62] . In all but the cases n = 10 and 13 these are the only possible weight distributions. The weight distribution is unique for extremal Type II codes. Also tabulated is the corresponding entanglement Q m for the quantum code.
Although the bounds mentioned above [Eq.'s (49,50)] were given in the context of stabilizer codes, they also apply to general QECC's [56] . Consequently, for qubits, there exist states |ψ with Q ⌊n/2⌋ (ψ) = 1 only in the cases n = 2, 3, 5, 6, and possibly when n = 7 where a nonadditive ((7, 1, 4)) code might still exist. It is not known what the supremum of Q m (ψ) is in general; however, given the examples in Table I , we expect it to be very close to 1 when n is large. It is interesting that the mean of Q m (ψ) (given in the next section) seems unaffected by the erratic behavior in the supremum.
For the most part, quantum coding theorists have primarily studied qubit codes. Some work on qudit codes exists [50, 63, 64, 65, 66] , but there are very few known examples. One exception is the generalization of the hexacode. A ( (6, 1, 4) ) D code is known to exist for all D [50] . The ( (6, 1, 4) ) D code belongs to a class of optimal codes called maximum distance separable (MDS) codes which saturate the quantum Singleton bound [50] i.e. K = D n−2d+2 . Quantum MDS codes must be pure, and thus, define subspaces of maximally entangled states. Self-dual quantum MDS codes have weight distributions specified by Eq. (43) . Other examples of MDS codes include the [ [6, 2, 3] ] D and [ [7, 3, 3] ] D stabilizer codes which exist for all prime D [65] . More recently, the existence of some families of quantum MDS codes was proven [66] . For example, when D is a prime power and n is even, a self-dual ((n, 1, n/2 + 1)) D code exists for all 3 ≤ n ≤ D.
IV. MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLEMENT OVER SUBSPACES
Using Lubkin's formula [67] for the average subsystem purity, one can easily calculate the mean entanglement for random pure states sampled according to the unitarily invariant Haar measure dµ ( dµ(ψ) = 1):
This shows that when the overall dimension D n is large, a typical state has nearly maximal entanglement. One could also consider the average entanglement over a subspace V determined by the projector P V :
Proposition 4:
where K = tr P V = dim V.
Proof: Consider an arbitrary bipartite system H = C DA ⊗ C DB and define the swap operators T ij (1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4) which transpose the i-th and j-th factors of H ⊗2 . Using the identity tr[(A ⊗ B)T ] = tr[AB], where T is the swap, we first rewrite the subsystem purity of a state |ψ ∈ H as tr ρ A 2 = tr |ψ ψ| ⊗2 T 13 (56) where ρ A = tr B |ψ ψ|. Now consider the operator
supported on the totally symmetric subspace P V ⊗2 , where the projector P = (1 + T 13 T 24 )/2. If we choose dµ V to be the unitarily invariant Haar measure on V, then [U ⊗2 , ω] = 0 for all unitary operators U ∈ U(D A D B ). And since the group elements U ⊗2 act irreducibly on P V ⊗2 , by Schur's lemma [68] , ω is simply a scalar multiple of the identity (on P V ⊗2 ). Hence,
on H ⊗2 , where the constant factor is found through the normalization condition tr ω = 1. Thus
whereρ A = tr B P V andρ B = tr A P V . We have derived the average purity over a subspace for an arbitrary bipartite system. Given that the measures Q m are simply averages over bipartite purities, one can now deduce the final result.
In particular, for a QECC Q, one can now explicitly determine the average entanglement of encoded states in terms of the weight distribution of the code. For example
Such formulae make explicit the importance of entanglement as a resource for quantum error correction. Pure codes (B i = A i = 0, 0 < i < d) necessarily have high levels of entanglement, but impure codes (B i = A i > 0, 0 < i < d) need not. However the most compact codes (least n) all seem to be pure [55] . The relationship between entanglement and QECC's remains relatively unexplored in the literature. We do not, however, pursue this line of research any further in the current article. Elements of the proof of Proposition 4 were borrowed from the work of Zanardi et al. [23] where the concept of entangling power was defined. In the next section we investigate multipartite entangling power with respect to the measures Q m .
V. MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLING POWER
Following the work of Zanardi et al. [23] , we define the multipartite entangling power of the unitary operator U ∈ U(D n ) acting on (C D ) ⊗n as simply the average entanglement generated over all product states:
where |ψ i ∈ C D . The measure dµ n is chosen to be the product of n independent Haar measures over the constituent subsystems C D . Consequently, the entangling power is invariant under the action of local unitaries:
If we now restrict our attention to the entanglement measures E = Q m , the calculation of e p is facilitated by a simple formula.
Proposition 5:
where the average subsystem purities
the swap operators T ij (1 ≤ i < j ≤ 2n) transpose the i-th and j-th factors of (C D ) ⊗2n , and
Proof: The derivation of this formula is similar to that for Proposition 4 and follows Zanardi et al. [23] . We first rewrite the subsystem purity of a state |Ψ ∈ (C D ) ⊗n as
By choosing |Ψ = U |ψ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψ n we have
Now, considering the operator ω ≡ dµ 1 (ψ)|ψ ψ| ⊗2 supported on the totally symmetric subspace P 12 (C D ) ⊗2 , where P 12 = (1 + T 12 )/2, we know from previous results (see proof of Prop. 4) that ω = 2/D(D + 1)P 12 on (C D ) ⊗2 . Finally, given that Ω factorizes into the product of n independent averages of the form ω, we have
and our final result. Given our definition of the entangling power [Eq. (64) ], the (Haar measure) average of e p (U ) over U(D n ) is equivalent to the average entanglement found in random states:
Thus, typical unitaries generate nearly maximal entanglement when the overall dimension D n is large. 
VI. AN APPLICATION AND CONCLUSION
An immediate application of Proposition 5 (and [23] ) occurs in the study of the entangling capabilities of chaotic systems [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] . Consider a classical map of the toroidal phase space [0, 1) 2 . A quantized version may be constructed in a Hilbert space of dimension N spanned by the position states |q j , where q j = (j + 1/2)/N and j = 0, . . . , N − 1. By choosing N = D n , we can map our Hilbert space onto the tensor-product space (C D ) ⊗n through the correspondence
and hence, use the measures Q m to investigate the quantum map's multipartite entangling power. The different constituent qudits x i address the coarse (small i) and fine (large i) scales of position. Consequently, for chaotic maps where phenomena such as mixing and exponential sensitivity are generic, we expect high levels of entanglement generation. This was noted in [36] where the entangling power of the quantum baker's map [69, 70, 71, 72, 73] was investigated.
For example, consider the kicked rotor (or standard map) [74] : q n+1 = q n + p n+1 mod 1 (74) p n+1 = p n + k 2π sin 2πq n mod 1.
The entangling power of the quantum version [75] U |q j = e 
constructed in a Hilbert space of 6 qubits (N = 2 6 ) is plotted in Fig. 1(b) . Here we choose the parameter values k = 0, 0.2, 1 and 6 (from top to bottom), corresponding to the classical phase spaces drawn in Fig. 1(a) . As expected, the entanglement saturates at a value predicted for random states [Eq. (53) ] upon the appearance of chaos in the classical map. An alternative interpretation may be that quantized chaotic maps produce unitaries whose powers are typical in the space of all unitaries. This follows from Eq. (72) .
In conclusion, we have shown that the average bipartite entanglement, Q m , is a useful measure of multipartite entanglement, presenting a relationship between these measures and quantum-error-correcting codes. This was done by deriving an explicit formula relating the weight distribution of the code to the average entanglement of encoded states. We have also extended the work of Zanardi et al. [23] on entangling power to the multipartite case. Although the entanglement measures considered in this paper provide little intellectual gratification, their simplicity allows perhaps more important attributes such as computability and applicability. We must stress, however, that in defining such simple measures we offer no progress towards a deeper understanding of the nature of entanglement in the multipartite case.
